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Abstract—With the growth of network connectivity and network sizes, the interest in traffic classification respectively attack
and anomaly detection in network monitoring and security
related activities have become very strong. In this paper, a new
tool called DANAK has been developed for the detection of
anomalies in Netflow records by referring to spatial and temporal
information aggregation in combination with Machine Learning
techniques. Spatially aggregated Netflow records are fed in a new
designed kernel function in order to analyze Netflow records on
context and quantitative information. To strengthen the analysis
of large volumes of Netflow records, support vector machines are
applied. The proposed method has been validated by extensive
experimentation on real data sets, including numerous attack
strategies of different roots.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The need for network security and monitoring activities has
become very strong with the growing sizes of networks and the
increasing requests for permanent network connectivity. The
demand for new and easy-to-use network analysis methods,
abstracting complex processes for counter-fighting attacks or
detecting network anomalies, is still present. Interesting challenges in networking monitoring are, for example, the automation of security monitoring, like the interaction of different
monitoring modules, or to reduce the necessity of interaction
between network operator and monitoring framework. Another
issue is the large amount of available data that is monitored,
where it is nearly impossible to store and evaluate all data. One
kind of available information on network borders are Netflow
[7] records, which can be exported by mostly all routers today,
but storing and analyzing these large quantities of Netflow
records instantly is a real problem.
A question that arises here is, if it is really necessary to
evaluate all Netflow records or if abstractions of Netflow
records are sufficient to provide the same outcomes. In recent
research, it has often been referred to condensed forms of
packets or sampling methods, where only a selected portion
of Netflow records were used for evaluation, but a more novel
approach is to use an aggregation-based technique.
In this paper, a new monitoring framework called
DANAK (Detecting Anomalies in Netflow records by spatial
Aggregation and Kernel methods) is described, which aims
to detect anomalies and attacks in Netflow records. The
analysis of all individual Netflow records is nearly impossible,
therefore a spatial and temporal Netflow aggregation based

technique is used. For the analysis of the aggregated Netflow
records, it has been referred to kernel functions, a subdomain
of Machine Learning Techniques.
A new kernel function is described, which captures topological changes and traffic evolution in aggregated Netflow
records and by this, deduce if network traffic is anomalous or
normal. To strengthen the results of the implemented approach,
in addition to the kernel function, a Phase Space Analysis
function has been implemented and the different profiles are
evaluated by referring to a classification algorithm in order to
gain a better understanding of the traffic evolution.
The paper is structured as follows: In section II, the modules of the monitoring framework are presented. The section
describes the main components of DANAK and presents theoretical background information about the spatial aggregation
of Netflow records, the kernel function and the Phase Space
Analysis method. Section III describes the attack injection
module as well as the different evaluated attacks and their
outcomes. Section IV presents relevant research work in this
domain and section V describes future work and presents the
conclusions about DANAK.
II. T HE ARCHITECTURE
In the following section presents the most relevant theoretical components including background information and the
implemented modules of the monitoring framework DANAK.
An overview of DANAK is given in Figure 1. The routers,
with Netflow record exporting functionality, capture packets on
the network and forward the records to the Netflow Collector
module, which stores them. After the capture of Netflow
records, DANAK comes into play.
The first module of DANAK, the S-aggregation-module,
performs the task of spatial - temporal aggregation of Netflow
records and is responsible for the generation of traffic profiles.
These profiles represent traffic volumes, aggregated by IPaddress prefixes within a time window, having a tree-like
representation. Therefore, they are of use to track traffic
changes in the network.
The second module, PS-Embedding and Kernel Function,
is the main component of DANAK. This module performs a
Phase Space Analysis, the processing and the evaluation of
the profiles by applying a new kernel calculus model. This
method refines profiles by leveraging historical knowledge.
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General View of the DANAK Framework Architecture

The results obtained from the kernel function are applied
to a Machine Learning module, the Classifier. This module
groups the previously obtained kernel values into anomalies
or conventional traffic.
A. Spatial-Temporal Aggregation of Netflow Records
Spatial and temporal aggregation of IP related information
was first presented by a tool called Aguri in [6], [12]. Aguri is
a near real-time tool, which uses full packet captures as input
and then spatially aggregates network data into traffic profiles.
A clear advantage of this approach is that due to aggregation,
overviews on subnet basis can be presented instead of single
IP flow basis. In [6], the authors are able to detect different
attacks, like flooding or denial of service attacks.
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Generated Tree of Aggregation Task for a Destination Profile

In this paper, a similar method to Aguri has been implemented. A major differences to Aguri is, DANAK needs

Netflow records and Aguri full packet captures as input format.
In Figure 1, this module is denoted by S-Aggregation. The
logged Netflow records are spatially aggregated into tree-like
structures by using a user-defined aggregation-threshold α over
a time interval of η seconds. DANAK outputs traffic profiles
in tree-like form by spatially assembling subnet, host and
quantitative traffic information by extraction from the captured
Netflow records. Netflow records are aggregated into a tree
representation, having a Patricia tree as primal structure [20],
with a bounded size for scalability reason. Each node in the
tree represents a subnet. When a record has to be inserted,
it is compared with other nodes using a pre-order traversal.
Netflow records are compared based on their longest common
IP prefix. If a match is found, the volume part (called voli
and expressed in bytes or packets) is updated, otherwise a new
branching point with a new node is created. At the end of the
aggregation task, only nodes having a volume voli > α are
kept. The output generated by DANAK are traffic profiles for
source and destination information. For a detailed description
of the aggregation task, we refer the reader to [6].
The traffic profiles contain a summary of the contextual
and quantitative evolution of network traffic for a small time
interval and serve as input information to the kernel function.
An extract for a destination traffic profile is represented in
Figure 2. This traffic profile is generated in DANAK with
an aggregation threshold of α = 5%. The used time interval
is η = 5 seconds. The first line in Figure 2 represents the
overall transmitted traffic information in bytes for a traffic
profile. At the second line starts the generated traffic profile
with information about the network traffic. Each line is a node
and is divided as follows,
•

•
•

•

The first column in a traffic profile line represents the
IP-address subnet.
The second column holds the traffic load in bytes.
The third column represents the percentage of traffic load
in a node (including aggregated nodes).
The last column holds the percentage of traffic load of
the current subtree.

B. The Kernel Function for Traffic Profiles
For the evaluation of the generated traffic profiles, it has
been referred to a commonly used method in Machine Learning, the kernel functions [25], [23]. A kernel function can be
described as a similarity function for for complex input data
and the distances can directly be derived without exhaustive
calculations. Vapnik [25] defines a kernel function K as a
similarity mapping K : X ×P
X → [0, ∞[, where X is an
input space and K(x, y) =
i φi (x)φi (y) = φ(x) · φ(y)
a similarity score, with φi (x) being a feature function over
a sample x. The more, a kernel function respects symmetry
[K(x, y) = K(y, x)] and positive-definiteness.
In this paper, a new kernel function is introduced for the
evaluation of the generated traffic profiles. It calculates the
similarity between two input profiles, Tn and Tm , by counting
the amount of common nodes and not by performing an

exhaustive computation over the entire space [25]. A schematic
figure of the kernel function process can be seen in Figure 3.
For the traffic profile evaluation, the kernel function needs
the source and destination IP-addresses and the traffic information as input metrics.
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src
dst
{< T1src , T1dst >, . . . , < TM
, TM
>} with Tisrc being the
aggregation tree for time window i for the source information
and Tidst for destination information.
Consider two traffic profiles denoted by Tn =<
dst
dst
Tnsrc , Tndst > and Tm =< Tm
, Tm
>. The output of the
kernel function about these two profiles K(Tn , Tm ) gives a
similarity score being the sum over all aggregation tree nodes
and can be defined as,

K(Tn , Tm ) =

K(Tn ,Tm ) = "
+
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Traffic Profiles in Tree Form as Input for the Kernel Function

The first kernel function metric uses source and destination
IP-address information (first column in Figure 4) respecting
the CIDR1 scheme [22]. In the kernel function for profiles, an IP-subnets can be described as, IP = (pref ixi ,
pref ixlengthi ), where pref ixi is the IP network part and
pref ixlengthi the length of the host identifier part (shown in
Figure 4).
The second metric for the kernel function handles the
traffic volume information (bytes) for a node, expressed in
percent. This percentage represents the traffic volume in a node
including other aggregated nodes. This parameter is called voli
(third column in Figure 4). To illustrate the selection of the
relevant kernel function parameters, an example is shown in
Figure 4.
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Parameter Selection for the Kernel Function

A spatially-aggregated profile can be described as Ti =<
Tisrc , Tidst > with Tisrc for a source profile and Tidst for a
destination profile. Each profile type is defined as a set of
nodes Ti = {n1 , ..., nj }, where a node nx is defined as nx =
( prefixx , prefixlengthx , volx ).
To complete the definition of spatial-temporal aggregation, the temporal aggregation can be defined as the
timeline of traffic profiles and can be described as
1 CIDR: Classless Inter-Domain Routing, Standard scheme for IP-address
allocation and IP packet routing. IP addresses are decomposed into network
part and host identifier part. Example: 192.168.0.0/16 means 192.168.0.0
is the network part and /16 the routing prefix size.

1
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1
2

X

s(i, j) × v(i, j)

X

s(i, j) × v(i, j)

src
i∈Tnsrc ,j∈Tm

(1)

dst
i∈Tndst ,j∈Tm

with s measuring the similarity between subnets and v
catching the similarity between volumes. The similarity score
s is the measure for the similitude of traffic profiles. For this,
the similarity function compares traffic profiles and calculates
the similarity score based on their longest common IP prefix.
The higher the similarity score, the more similar the traffic
profiles are. The similarity function part s for source and
destination traffic profiles can be defined as follows:
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The matching function part v is known as a classical Gaussian
kernel where σ scales the width of this kernel function.
The matching function part v is computed for source and
destination traffic profiles and performs the volume calculi.
The matching function v can be defined as:
v(i, j) = exp −

| voli − volj |2 
σ2

(3)

A good choice of σ is therefore necessary for the results.
The optimization of σ can be realized by a grid search [27]
or by applying the Kruskal algorithm [15].
C. The Phase Space Method with delayed coordinates
In this section, the Phase Space Analysis with delayed
coordinates is briefly presented. Traffic profiles summarize
network activity for a period of η seconds. In the case of an
attack, it generally operates over more than one time period (η
seconds). The same is valid for benign traffic. The principle of
the Phase Space Analysis with delayed coordinates allows to
reconstruct missing dimensions by using previous and delayed
information (function values) as additional coordinates [24],

# Flows
# IP Addresses
# bytes
Avg. bytes/Flow
# Packets
Avg. Packets/Flow
# UDP Flows
# TCP Flows
# ICMP Flows
# Other Protocol Flows

3 907 859
source addresses : 250 314
destination addresses: 235 120
24.1 GB
6 829
38 132 130
9.76
2 756 321
1 097 030
50 914
3 594

TABLE I
N ETWORK O PERATOR DATA S ET S TATISTICS

[18], [28]. By this, a historical profile knowledge (including
missing dimensions) can be explored.
In [28], Phase Space Analysis is explained as a ndimensional space that fully describes a n-variable system,
in this case, the generated traffic profiles. A three-dimensional
representation of one-dimensional data is generated by calculating the first-order differences between traffic profiles.
By this, the function dynamics become more suitable and
useful for further processing. The obtained coordinates are
also known as function attractors [18], which can be used for
further processing in the classifier module.
The Phase Space Analysis with delayed coordinates can be
defined as follow: Consider an input set s, and x, y, z as the
point coordinates, then the equation for a sample n can be
defined as,

A technical description of an average sized data set of a
duration of 15 minutes is given in Table I.
The parameters for the aggregation task of the Netflow
records have been set to a minimal value of α = 5% for
the aggregation threshold, in order to have a finest profile
granularity and the traffic profile time window set to η = 5
seconds. The generated data set included 180 traffic profiles,
where one profile represents a monitoring of 5 seconds.
A. Injection attacks

This section highlights the major outcomes by using
DANAK for the classification of traffic profiles. A major
problem for the validation of the approach was to find a labeled
dataset. A lot of previous works used the Lincoln data set2 , but
nowadays it is considered outdated. Therefore in this work, it
has been referred to a real data set provided by a large network
operator in Luxembourg and the dataset is assumed to be free
from malicious network traffic. This assumption is based on
the fact that a secondary semi-automated traffic screening has
been realized with aid of a network operator specific solution
[1].

For the validation of the monitoring framework DANAK,
the provided network operator data set has been extended by
injecting synthetic attack traces into real traces using the tool
Flame [4]. Flame is a realistic Netflow-based attack injection
tool. The input for the flow reader of Flame are the cleaned
Netflow record files from the network operator. In the flow
generator and flow deleter, Netflow records can be generated
or deleted, depending of the attack typ. The main idea of Flame
is to generate traffic by injecting different attacks, but also to
affect normal traffic scenarios, as for example in DDoS, where
traffic is reduced to the overload. An overview of the Flame
architecture is shown in Figure 5.
The injected attacks have been limited to time periods of
5 minutes. This duration is necessary to evaluate the attack
detection with various background traffic. In [4], different
attack models derived from real-world scenarios have been
described. In this paper, some of these attack models have been
applied to evaluate the performance of DANAK. Additionally
to this performance measure, some existing attack models
of Flame have been extended in order to create new attack
models. The list below shows the attacks that have been
generated for the validation of DANAK.
3
• Nachi scan : The Nachi worm first tests the hosts’
reachability by ICMP scanning. The attack model
considers this, such that one host of the original data set
sends single ICMP packets of 92 bytes to destination IP
addresses respecting the following properties: a shift of
40 to 45 IP-addresses between two consecutive scans, a
positive/negative IP-address shift of 400 each 200 scans
and a shift between 45 to 110 IP-addresses each 800

2 http://www.ll.mit.edu/mission/communications/ist/corpora/ideval/data/
index.html, last accessed: march 2011

3 http://www.mcafee.com/threat-intelligence/malware/default.aspx?id=
101013, last accessed: march 2011

x[n] = s[n − 2] − s[n − 3]

(4)

y[n] = s[n − 1] − s[n − 2]
z[n] = s[n] − s[n − 1]

(5)
(6)

In this paper, s[n] = K(Tn , Tn−1 ) and the first-order difference equations are applied to previous, delayed and actual
traffic profiles kernel function values in order to obtain an
accurate and extended view on the evolution of the network
topology and traffic. This allows to catch the dynamism of
changes unlike direct historical comparisons of one sample
with prior ones. The obtained values are used as input for the
evaluation with the classification method.
III. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

Fig. 5.

The Flame Architecture

flows. The flow inter-arrival time is approximately 2
milliseconds but, a break around 61 milliseconds after 5
scans has been observed.
•

Netbios scan4 : A well known scanning method for
vulnerability detection. The corresponding UDP flows
contain a single packet to port 137 where the interarrival time is mostly around 60 to 70 milliseconds.
Destination hosts are scanned sequentially while keeping
one IP-address. Furthermore, between 100 to 200 scans
there is an IP-address shift in the destination range of
60 to 70 IP-addresses.

•

DDoS UDP flood + traffic deletion: The attack is similar
to the DDoS UDP flooding attack, but each additional
flow originated by the victim has a deletion probability
of 0.2 due to the victim overload.

B. Interpretation of the Kernel Function
In Figure 6, the results of the kernel function for n traffic profiles are graphically represented. In Figure 6, the z56(%)(7/$&/8&9#(,-&:#/0%"*&8/#&(&*9#/$;&(<(-=&&
,"!!#$&'%
+"!!#$&'%

•

SSH scan + TCP flood: TCP scans aim to probe SSH
servers by trying to log in. Each flow is built of 1 to 4
packets. The inter-arrival time oscillates between 1 to 50
milliseconds. The destination IP-addresses are scanned
in a sequential way until 400 scans are approximately
executed. Then a shift of 200 to 400 addresses has been
observed. In order to simulate a real scenario, 5% of the
attacks are considered successful, triggering the victims
TCP flood attack.
DDoS UDP flood: One host receives UDP packets which
have been sent from various ports and from multiple IP
addresses having different ports. This attack operates
by bursts of 40 flows and has a break for 60 to 120
milliseconds.

•

DDoS TCP flood: This DoS attack is directed against
web servers running on TCP port 80 with 3 packets and
128 bytes. Bursts can be observed 10 packets before a
break of 60 to 120 milliseconds.

•

Popup spam [11]: This kind of spam can be compared
to undesired Windows Messenger popups by using UDP
port 1026/1027. Only one packet of 925 bytes is needed.
The victims IP addresses do not show up a regular
pattern because two consecutive IP-addresses have a gap
of 200 IP-addresses. The inter-arrival time is generally
lower than 1 millisecond except each 200 flows where it
is 64 milliseconds and every 550 flows where it is 250
milliseconds.

4 http://www.iss.net/security center/reference/vuln/Netbios Name Scan.
htm, last accessed: march 2011
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Kernel Function Evaluation of a Violent DDoS UDP Flood Attack

coordinate of the Phase Space Analysis (given in Equation 6)
is represented, where a violent DDoS UDP Flood attack has
been injected into the data set. The attack has been injected
between traffic profiles 60 and 120, which represents a 5
minute attack injection period. It can be observed that the
anomalies can clearly be detected by the kernel function and
be visualized in the graph.
In Figure 7, a realistic DDoS Flood attack has been injected
into the data set. Also in this case, the attack occurs between
traffic profile 60 and 120, but this time the attack cannot be
easily detected by kernel function, as shown in the graph.
This result really shows that in this case, the kernel function
is not sufficient to identify the anomalies and that it cannot
be seen by human expertise per se.
C. Interpretation of the Phase Space Embedding Analysis
The following section discusses the utility of using Phase
Space Analysis in the detection of anomalies in Netflow
records as it was shown that the kernel function (via the
z coordinates) by itself, is not strong enough to identify
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Kernel Function Evaluation of a Weak DDoS UDP Flood Attack

anomalous network behaviours. Phase Space Analysis with
delayed coordinates allows to reconstruct missing dimensions
by using previous and delayed information (function values)
as additional coordinates as illustrated in section II-C. In this
paper, it is used to built a historical profile knowledge (including missing dimensions) which shows to be very effective. In
Figure 8, a DDoS UDP Flooding attack is visualized without
using Phase Space Embedding. The figure represents a simple
history of the actual traffic profile Ti (expressed as kernel
value) compared to the three previous profiles Ti−1 , Ti−2 and
Ti−3 .

Fig. 8. DDoS UDP Flood Attack without Phase Space Embedding Analysis

In Figure 9, the same DDoS UDP attack is visualized, but
this time by using Phase Space Analysis. The axis in the graph
represent the x, y, z -coordinates obtained by applying the first
order difference equations, presented in section II-C.
By comparing the two figures (Figure 8 and 9), it can
been seen that the anomalies can be visualized by applying
Phase Space Analysis. In Figure 9, anomalies are now are
regrouped and disjoint compared to the case in Figure 8. By
combining kernel function and Phase Space Analysis different
types of attacks can be visually detected, but to strengthen the
validation of the presented approach, a classification algorithm
is used in order to identify anomalous and benign network
activities.

Fig. 9.

DDoS UDP Flood Attack with Phase Space Embedding Analysis

D. Classification results
For the classification task, it has been referred to the
open-source Machine Learning tool WEKA version 3-6-45 .
This tool implements different Machine Learning algorithms
(supervised and unsupervised) for real scenarios.
To evaluate the Phase Space Analysis with the kernel
function values obtained by the traffic profile processing, the
SimpleCART algorithm has been used. The CART algorithm
[3] is a supervised learning algorithm and stands for Classification and Regression Trees. It relies on a binary treebuilding algorithm and aims to identify the optimal splitting
parameter for the binary splitting. The SimpleCART of WEKA
implements a minimal cost pruning method [3]. To fine-tune
the experiments, a cross-validation parameter of 5 folds has
been set. Cross-validation is the equivalent of dividing the data
set into n equally sized sub-data sets (in this case n = 5).
The decision tree is generated from subsets where one of the
subsets is left out. The performance of these others ones is
assessed. This is repeated for all subsets and the average is
taken. Each injected attack has been evaluated by using the
SimpleCART algorithm. Table II summarizes the classifier
results for each attack by the True-Positive and the FalsePositive Rate. Finally, it is important to note that, it has been
assumed that the data set is free of malicious traffic, but there
is no ground truth. Hence, some False Positives may reveal as
real attacks in the original data set.
It can be observed that this classifier can accurately detect
the different attacks which have been injected into the data
set. This highlights that the use of kernel functions for traffic
profile evaluation is valid, even if weak attacks could not
be detected visually in the graph (see Figure 7). The same
conclusions hold for the Phase Space Analysis. The True
Positive rates vary around 88% to 94% for the attacks. The
False Positive rates are acceptable (2 - 20%), even if for one
attack, the rate is higher than 30%. The previous paper by
Wagner et al. [26] shows that False Positive rates can be
lowered. However in [26], Netflow records were used as input
(without aggregation) and compared in time windows, which
5 http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/∼ml/weka/index.html, last accessed: march
2011

Type of Attack
Nachi scan
Netbios scan
Popup Spam
SSh scan + TCP flood
DDoS UDP flood
DDoS TCP flood
DDoS UDP flood + traffic deletion

Results
True Positive Rate False
0.912
0.941
0.882
0.882
0.923
0.887
0.932

Positive Rate
0.222
0.185
0.361
0.028
0.077
0.027
0.072

TABLE II
C LASSIFICATION RESULTS BY USING A C LASSIFIER

is equivalent to compute pairwise distances of approximately
22 000 flows per window. This paper shows the benefit
of combining Phase Space Analysis with kernel function to
Netflow records, which is only possible if Netflow records are
aggregated, as done in DANAK. By inspecting the data set
more deeply, it can be observed that the size of traffic profiles
varies between 23 to 52 nodes per tree. In the worst case
this means to compute 522 kernel functions for the DANAK
method which is very low in comparison of 220002 for the
simple Netflow record method. Obviously, the aggregation
process needs some additional optimization, as proposed in
[6], [12], especially for the bounding of the size of a tree during its construction phase. By introducing tree-optimization,
trees can be constructed on the fly. In other words, aggregation
is a good tradeoff for improving the scalability of the presented
approach by maintaining a high True Positive rate with only
a low cost in terms of False Positives.
IV. R ELATED WORK
The main interest for using Netflow records in the monitoring task is the compact format and the fact that most
commercially available routers support Netflow record export.
In the domain of Network monitoring and security, a lot of
research has been done yet and a lot of different techniques
been presented [2], [16], [29], either by introducing dependency models or using statistics. A more recent approach is
to refer to rule-based methods, as for example in [13], [8].
In [8], the authors use packet based techniques to generated
signatures, whereas in [13], the authors try to classify traffic
by applications.
Netflow records contain relevant information about traffic on
the network and the evaluation insights to the operators in case
of suspicious events, but require strong storage requirements.
In Luxembourg, peak Rates of 60 000 flows /second have
been regularly observed at ISP networks supporting high link
loads. Therefore, different authors have described the Netflow
captures by referring to Netflow sampling [9], [21], but
finding good sampling rates remains challenging and precious
information is not considerd. Another interesting approach was
presented in [10], where the authors have implemented a new
column-oriented storage infrastructure. In [10], the authors
have been inspired by spatial and temporal aggregation for
their tool. Spatial-temporal aggregation was first presented
in [6], [12]. A major advantage of this technique is that

key information is preserved and less relevant information
aggregated into so called traffic profiles.
Phase Space Analysis has first been in [24] for chaotic
dynamical systems to reconstruct attractors from observations
by a generic function. This analysis technique is commonly
used for analyzing dynamic systems, like nonlinear systems or
indeterministic chaos theories [18], [24]. The method of using
Phase Space Analysis with delayed coordinates in computer
science has first been presented by [28]. In [28], Phase
Space Analysis has been used for measuring TCP/IP sequence
number generation quality, used for the estimation of attack
feasibility and for the Pseudo Random Number Generator
function behaviour analysis.
Machine Learning Techniques are accurate approaches for
evaluating Netflows or IP flow related data, lass presented
in the works for Flow Mining [17], [5]. A sub-domain of
Machine Learning Techniques are Kernel methods, which have
first been presented in computer science in the 1990’s [25]. An
advantage of using kernel methods is that complex data can
be evaluated without complex calculus techniques. Besides the
kernel functions in computer security, classification techniques
are commonly used nowadays for the evaluation of complex
data [5], [14], [19].
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, a new approach for the evaluation of Netflow
records has been introduced by referring to spatial - temporal
aggregation. Various attacks on a real data set, obtained from
a large network operator in Luxembourg have been analyzed
in this new monitoring tool for validating approach. The
contribution of DANAK is twofold. First, a new tool based
on spatial aggregation has been implemented for processing
large quantities of Netflow records. Second, the evaluation of
Netflow records in their quantitative and contextual context,
where a new kernel function including a Phase Space Analysis
for calculating the similarities between traffic profiles has been
presented. It has been shown that scalable and efficient flow
anomaly detection is possible and corresponding performance
metrics well chosen. As future work is planned to optimize
the spatial-temporal method for the traffic profile generation
and to find kernel function parameters such that attacks can
be observed more easily.
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